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is book is a very useful history of a very important
part of today’s world. It is wrien by two Balkan specialists with unimpeachable credentials. John V. A. Fine is a
Harvard-educated professor at Michigan; Robert J. Donia
is one of his former students, himself the author of Islam
under the Double Eagle: e Muslims of Bosnia and Hercegovina, 1878-1914. Although the authors don’t explicitly
say so, there’s lile doubt that they wrote this in order to refute the numerous misconceptions that have fueled Western indecisiveness during the ghastly Bosnian
conﬂict. It is this context that deﬁnes both the book’s
strengths and its limitations.
On the positive side, Bosnia and Hercegovina oﬀers
a far more sophisticated view of the situation than either the press or our political leaders. It explodes several myths that merit special aention: 1. Contrary to
the claims of those who would partition it, Bosnia is
not an artiﬁcial creation of recent vintage, but a welldeﬁned entity that has enjoyed its own stable borders,
institutions, and regional identity for centuries. Even its
residents represent a single, homogeneous Slavic ethnic
group that eventually absorbed the two obscure Iranian
tribes (a.k.a. Serbs and Croats) who conquered Bosnia in
the seventh century. 2. Far from being religious zealots,
Bosnia’s peoples are the largely secular by-product of
historically remote religious establishments whose hold
has been weakened further by nearly a half-century of
Communism. If Catholicism, Orthodoxy, and Islam have
served to divide the Bosnian people, it is because they
were classiﬁed separately by faith during three centuries
of Ooman overlordship. Even then, it was only in the
ﬁnal quarter of the nineteenth century that the growth
of nationalism in nearby Habsburg Croatia and the independent kingdom of Serbia induced Catholic and Orthodox Bosnians to begin seeing themselves as belonging to distinctive national groups. 3. e cliches about
“age-old” ethnic hatred and violence ignore centuries
of peaceful relations between Bosnia’s various religious
groups. Even aer its peoples became nationally conscious, Bosnia was a model of multiethnic coexistence

and collaboration. Far from dividing the country’s religious and ethnic groups, the many revolts against Ottoman misrule actually united Bosnia’s Catholics, Orthodox, Muslims, and Jews in a single cause. Although
Austria-Hungary’s annexation of Bosnia in 1878 did accelerate ethnic awareness and friction, thereaer there
were only two outbreaks of ethnic violence until the current conﬂict: (a) aer the assassination of Franz Ferdinand, which inspired urban riots and repressive government measures against Bosnia’s Serbs, and (b) during World War II, when the Ustasha launched its bloody
genocide against the Jews, Gypsies and Serbs. In both
cases, the violence was triggered (as it has been recently)
by the intrusion of outside forces. Moreover, the authors argue that, since World War II, Bosnia has experienced the least ethnic tension of any of the six Yugoslav republics. Far from resorting to violence, Bosnia’s
three major “ethnic” groups have adapted well to the
multi-party parliamentary political institutions ﬁrst introduced by the Habsburgs. e Muslims have proven
especially adept at playing an opportunistic, balance-ofpower game with Bosnia’s Serbs and Croats to formulate
compromises that protected their own interests. e ease
with which all three groups have coexisted is especially
evident in Bosnia’s more heavily Muslim urban centers,
where nearly forty percent of marriages are confessionally mixed. When there has been conﬂict, both in the
past and the present, it has invariably involved social tensions between Christian peasants and Muslim landlords,
or between rural communities and urban centers. 4. e
prospects for successful outside military intervention are
good. In reviewing the historical record, the authors rebut the stock claim that Bosnian irregulars have always
managed to frustrate foreign occupiers. For 350 years
the Turkish empire held onto Bosnia without serious difﬁculty. In 1878 the invading Austro-Hungarian forces
needed only six months to secure Bosnia, despite the hostility of most of the population. Even Tito’s epic struggle
against the Ustasha regime and the German Wehrmacht
was rather less successful than the legend suggests. If
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the partisans held out against the fascists, it was mainly
because the Germans showed only a spasmodic interest in subduing them: pursuing Tito across the mountainous Bosnian countryside was not a high priority to
the mere four divisions that Hitler initially commied
to all of the former Yugoslav state. Only in 1943, when
it appeared that the allies might enact Churchill’s plan
for an Adriatic invasion, did the Wehrmacht commit signiﬁcant forces to the region. Moreover, every German
oﬀensive in Bosnia forced a full retreat by the partisans, who never won a bale. 5. Nationalist rhetoric
about centuries of persecution are misplaced. While
hardly enlightened, Turkish rule was both tolerant and
tolerable, fostering an autonomous political and cultural
development that the Bosnians defended in 1878. e
Austro-Hungarian regime not only won popular acceptance (largely by courting the country’s Muslim ruling
class), but beneﬁted Bosnia by investing heavily in the
country’s infrastructure.
e book’s ﬁnal chapter, which deals with the country’s tragic “Descent into War” has fewer “misconceptions” to dismiss, largely because it must rely heavily on
accounts by the very journalists whose analyses it criticizes. It remains, however, a solidly detailed recapitulation, during which we meet the entire cast of characters.
ere is no mistaking the arch-villains: Milosevic, Serb
extremists like Seselj and Arkan, and military men like
Ratko Mladic, who forsook Yugoslav federalism for the
lure of a Greater Serbia. By comparison, Franjo Tudjman

is merely a garden variety national chauvinist, whose
own commitment to a united Croatian nation-state led
him to conclude a secret partition of Bosnia with Milosevic in March 1991.
e book has other strengths. e authors do a good
job of blending Yugoslav with Bosnian developments.
Nor do they ever miss the opportunity to tie past experience with present circumstances. e volume has
several excellent maps, a useful pronunciation table and
glossary, and aractive black-and-white plates. But the
fact remains that the entire book has been wrien less as
an historical work than as an appeal for intervention in
Bosnia, an objective that ostensibly undermines its credibility, notwithstanding the authors’ — and especially
Fine’s — credentials. It also leads to a curious organization that serves their purpose of exploding myths and answering speciﬁc questions about the civil war, but leaves
the reader with sections of widely diﬀering lengths that
are sometimes episodic and disjointed. Undergraduate
readers are unlikely to complain about such shortcomings, especially in a well-wrien, survey-level overview
drawn exclusively from secondary sources. Nevertheless, at $25, the book may be more suitable as a source
of lecture material than as a class text.
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